Jacqueline Reid Gerjuoy Nature and Environment Resources
Materials Purchased 2010-present

Title
Purchased in 2010:
A bird-finding guide to Costa Rica / Barrett Lawson.
A field guide to the birds of Brazil / Ber van Perlo.
A householder's guide to the universe : a calendar of basics for the home and beyond / by
Harriet Fasenfest.
A little piece of earth : how to grow your own food in small spaces / Maria Finn illustrations by
Eika.
A new era for wolves and people : wolf recovery, human attitudes and policy / edited by Marco
Musiani, Luigi Boitani, and Paul C. Paquet.
A passion for nature : Thomas Jefferson and natural history / by Keith Thomson.
A slice of organic life / editor-in-chief, Sheherazade Goldsmith.
A world without ice / Henry Pollack.
Adobe homes for all climates : simple, affordable, and earthquake-resistant natural building
techniques / Lisa Schroder and Vince Ogletree.
Alchemy arts : recycling is chic / Kate MacKay and Di Jennings.
Alive in Africa : my journeys on foot in the Sahara, Rift Valley, and Rain Forest / William F.
Wheeler.
American terroir : savoring the flavors of our woods, waters, and fields / Rowan Jacobsen.
American wasteland : how America throws away nearly half of its food (and what we can do
about it) / Jonathan Bloom.
America's National wildlife refuges : a complete guide / Russell D. Butcher with contributions
by Stephen E. Adair and Lynn A. Greenwalt photographs by John and Karen Hollingsworth
foreword by Dan Ashe.
Among the great apes : adventures on the trail of our closest relatives / Paul Raffaele.
An eagle named Freedom : my true story of a remarkable friendship / Jeff Guidry.
An introduction to plant fossils / Christopher J. Cleal, Barry A. Thomas.
Animal factory : the looming threat of industrial pig, dairy, and poultry farms to humans and the
environment / David Kirby.
Animal factory [sound recording] / by David Kirby.
Arachnids / Jan Beccaloni.
At the water's edge : a personal quest for wildness / John Lister-Kaye.
Award-winning green roof designs : green roofs for healthy cities / Steven W. Peck foreword by
Arthur Charles Erickson and Cornelia Han Oberlander.
Backyard farming / Terry Bridge.
Bad science : quacks, hacks, and big pharma flacks / Ben Goldacre.
Bayshore summer : finding Eden in a most unlikely place / Pete Dunne photographs by Linda
Dunne.
Becoming animal : an earthly cosmology / David Abram.
Birdology : adventures with a pack of hens, a peck of pigeons, cantankerous crows, fierce
falcons, hip hop parrots, baby hummingbirds, and one murderously big living dinosaur / Sy
Montgomery.
Birds of Borneo : Brunei, Sabah, Sarawak, and Kalimantan / Susan Myers illustrated by
Richard Allen ... [et al.].
Birds of Eastern North America : a photographic guide / Paul Sterry & Brian E. Small.
Blindsided : surviving a grizzly attack and still loving the great bear / Jim Cole with Tim
Vandehey.
Bonobo handshake : a memoir of love and adventure in the Congo / Vanessa Woods.
Botany for gardeners / written and illustrated by Brian Capon.
Building an emerald city : a guide to creating green building policies and programs / Lucia
Athens.
Chimeras, hybrids, and interspecies research : politics and policymaking / Andrea L.
Bonnicksen.

Prepared 12/7/11

Rec date
8/12/2010
8/13/2010
11/17/2010
3/8/2010
7/22/2010
4/1/2010
10/21/2010
11/16/2010
10/11/2010
2/4/2010
2/4/2010
9/13/2010
10/7/2010

2/4/2010
3/22/2010
5/11/2010
8/20/2010
3/2/2010
4/23/2010
8/12/2010
8/10/2010
11/16/2010
10/21/2010
10/8/2010
7/2/2010
8/17/2010

4/6/2010
7/22/2010
2/18/2010
6/9/2010
5/21/2010
8/12/2010
8/31/2010
8/13/2010
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City chicks : keeping micro-flocks of chickens as garden helpers, compost creators, biorecyclers and local food suppliers / by Patricia Foreman.
Clean energy common sense : an American call to action on global climate change / Frances
Beinecke with Bob Deans [foreword by Robert Redford].
Clean start : inspiring you to eat clean and live well with 100 new clean food recipes / Terry
Walters photography by Gentl & Hyers.
Climate change in the 21st century / Stewart J. Cohen with Melissa W. Waddell.
Climate change, biodiversity and sustainability in the Americas : impacts and adaptations /
Francisco Dallmeier ... [et al.], editors.
Climategate : a veteran meteorologist exposes the global warming scam / Brian Sussman.
Climatopolis : how our cities will thrive in the hotter future / Matthew E. Kahn.
Coming climate crisis? : consider the past, beware the big fix / Claire L. Parkinson.
Common ground in a liquid city : essays in defense of an urban future / by Matt Hern.
Cotoneasters : a comprehensive guide to shrubs for flowers, fruit, and foliage / Jeanette Fryer,
Bertil HylmÃ¶ foreword by Roy Lancaster.
Coyote at the kitchen door : living with wildlife in suburbia / Stephen DeStefano.
Craftcycle : 100+ eco-friendly projects and ideas for everyday living / Heidi Boyd.
Creating a forest garden : working with nature to grow edible crops / Martin Crawford
[photographs by Martin Crawford and Joanna Brown illustrations by Marion Smylie-Wild].
Crossing the energy divide : moving from fossil fuel dependence to a clean-energy future /
Robert U. Ayres, Edward H. Ayres.
Dazzled and deceived : mimicry and camouflage / Peter Forbes.
Deadly kingdom : the book of dangerous animals / Gordon Grice.
Designing gardens with flora of the American East / Carolyn Summers.
Diet for a hot planet : the climate crisis at the end of your fork and what you can do about it /
Anna LappÃ© with a foreword by Bill McKibben.
Do one green thing : save the earth through simple, everyday choices / Mindy Pennybacker
illustrations by Carolyn Vibbert foreword by Meryl Streep.
Dodging the toxic bullet : how to protect yourself from everyday environmental health hazards /
David R. Boyd foreword by David Suzuki.
Eaarth : making a life on a tough new planet / Bill McKibben.
Earth (the book) : a visitor's guide to the human race / written and edited by Jon Stewart ... [et
al.] writers, Kevin Bleyer ... [et al.].
Earth user's guide to permaculture / Rosemary Morrow illustrated by Rob Allsop.
Easy green living : the ultimate guide to simple, eco-friendly choices for you and your home /
RenÃ©e Loux.
Eat your yard! : edible trees, shrubs, vines, herbs and flowers for your landscape / Nan K.
Chase.
Eco-chic decorating : get the green life / [editor-in-chief, Susan White Sullivan technical editor,
Lisa Lancaster technical writer, Jean Lewis editorial writer, Susan McManus Johnson].
Eco-chic home : rethink, reuse & remake your way to sustainable style / Emily Anderson
photography by Seth & Kendra Smoot.
Ecological debt : global warming and the wealth of nations / Andrew Simms.
Empires of food : feast, famine, and the rise and fall of civilizations / Evan D.G. Fraser and
Andrew Rimas.
Energy & climate : how to achieve a successful energy transition / Alexandre Rojey.
Essays on natural history / Charles Waterton [edited, with a life of the author, by] Norman
Moore.
Farm together now : a portrait of people, places, and ideas for a new food movement / Amy
Franceschini and Daniel Tucker photographs by Anne Hamersky foreword by Mark Bittman.
Fishes of the open ocean : a natural history & illustrated guide / Julian Pepperell illustrated by
Guy Harvey.
Fit for life / Harvey and Marilyn Diamond.

Prepared 12/7/11
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Flora mirabilis : how plants have shaped world knowledge, health, wealth, and beauty /
Catherine Herbert Howell foreword by Peter H. Raven.
Food politics : what everyone needs to know / Robert Paarlberg.
Food rebels, guerilla gardeners, and smart-cookin' mamas : fighting back in an age of industrial
agriculture / Mark Winne.
For the birds : easy-to-make recipes for your feathered friends / [from the editors of Birds &
blooms].
Four fish : the future of the last wild food / Paul Greenberg.
Fraser's penguins : a journey to the future in Antarctica / Fen Montaigne.
From container to kitchen : growing fruits and vegetables in pots / D.J. Herda.
From Saint Hildegard's kitchen : foods of health, foods of joy / Jany Fournier-Rosset translated
by Victoria HÃ©bert and Denis Sabourin.
From seed to skillet : a guide to growing, tending, harvesting, and cooking up fresh, healthful
food to share with people you love / by Jimmy Williams and Susan Heeger photographs by Eric
Staudenmaier.
Gaia in turmoil : climate change, biodepletion, and earth ethics in an age of crisis / edited by
Eileen Crist and H. Bruce Rinker foreword by Bill McKibben.
Gaia's garden : a guide to home-scale permaculture / Toby Hemenway.
GalÃ¡pagos : preserving Darwin's legacy / Tui de Roy, editor and principal photographer with
contributions by experts and major researchers highlighting new knowledge, recent discoveries
and breakthroughs in applied conservation science.
Galapagos : the untamed isles / Pete Oxford & ReneÃ© Bish [foreword by Graham Watkins].
Get clean go green ecodiet : the secrets of an alkaline environment / Toni Toney foreword by
Lorne Label.
Gifting green : how to make simple, elegant, eco-friendly bags / Sonja Hakala.
Grass : in search of human habitat / Joe C. Truett foreword by Harry W. Greene.
Green beauty recipes : easy homemade recipes to make your own natural and organic skincare,
hair care, and body care products / Julie Gabriel.
Green for life : the updated classic on green smoothie nutrition / Victoria Boutenko foreword by
A. William Menzin.
Green intelligence : creating environments that protect human health / John Wargo.
Green living by design : the practical guide for eco-friendly remodeling and decorating / by Jean
Nayar.
Green smoothie revolution : the radical leap towards natural health / Victoria Boutenko.
Green tea living : a Japan-inspired guide to eco-friendly habits, health, and happiness. / Toshimi
A. Kayaki with illustrations by Miyuki Matsuo.
Green, American style : becoming earth-friendly and reaping the benefits / Anna M. Clark.
Greening cities, growing communities : learning from Seattle's urban community gardens /
Jeffrey Hou, Julie M. Johnson, and Laura J. Lawson.
Grow herbs / Jekka McVicar.
Grow your own vegetables / Carol Klein contributing editor, Fiona Gilsenan.
Growing a garden city : how farmers, first graders, counselors, troubled teens, foodies, a
homeless shelter chef, single mothers, and more are transforming themselves and their
neighborhoods through the intersection of local agriculture and community--and how you can,
too / Jeremy N. Smith foreword by Bill McKibben photographs by Chad Harder and Sepp
Jannotta.
Growing stuff : an alternative guide to gardening / [edited by Aimee Selby].
Growing, older : a chronicle of death, life, and vegetables / Joan Dye Gussow.
Hack the planet : science's best hope--or worst nightmare--for averting climate catastrophe / Eli
Kintisch.
Hawk Mountain : the world's first raptor sanctuary / text by Jim Wright photography by Kevin
Watson foreword by Deborah Edge.
Heatstroke : nature in an age of global warming / Anthony D. Barnosky.

Prepared 12/7/11
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Home economics : vintage advice and practical science for the 21st-century household /
compiled by Jennifer McKnight Trontz.
Homegrown harvest : a season-by-season guide to a sustainable kitchen garden / Rita Pelczar,
editor in chief.
Hot : living through the next fifty years on Earth / Mark Hertsgaard.
How long things live / Anthony D. Fredericks.
How to make and use compost : the ultimate guide / Nicky Scott.
Humanity on a tightrope : thoughts on empathy, family, and big changes for a viable future / Paul
R. Ehrlich and Robert E. Ornstein.
Into the storm : violent tornadoes, killer hurricanes, and death-defying adventures in extreme
weather / Reed Timmer with Andrew Tilin.
Island of grass / Ellen Wohl.
Just food : where locavores get it wrong and how we can truly eat responsibly / James E.
McWilliams.
Keepers of the trees : a guide to re-greening North America / Ann Linnea.
Kennedy green house : designing an eco-healthy home from the foundation to the furniture /
Robin Wilson foreword by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. book design by Eva Green & Sarah A.
Cohen principal photography by Vanessa Lenz.
Knitting green : conversations and planet-friendly projects / Ann Budd.
Kosher nation / Sue Fishkoff.
Last chance : preserving life on earth / Larry J. Schweiger.
Last child in the woods : saving our children from nature-deficit disorder / Richard Louv.
Lens on outdoor learning / Wendy Banning & Ginny Sullivan.
Let it rot! : the gardener's guide to composting / Stu Campbell.
Life along the inner coast : a naturalist's guide to the sounds, inlets, rivers, and intracoastal
waterway from Norfolk to Key West / Robert L. Lippson, Alice Jane Lippson.
Little green dresses : 50 original patterns for repurposed dresses, tops, skirts, and more / Tina
Sparkles photography by Erica Beckman.
Living large : from SUVs to double-Ds---why going bigger isn't going better / Sarah Z. Wexler.
Living through the end of nature : the future of American environmentalism / Paul Wapner.
Made by hand : searching for meaning in a throwaway world / Mark Frauenfelder.
Marine macroecology / [edited by] Jon D. Witman and Kaustuv Roy.
Mariposa road : the first butterfly big year / Robert Michael Pyle.
Maximum healing : optimize your natural ability to heal / H. Robert Silverstein.
Mayo Clinic book of home remedies : what to do for the most common health problems /
[medical editors, Philip Hagen, Martha Millman].
Merchants of doubt : how a handful of scientists obscured the truth on issues from tobacco
smoke to global warming / Naomi Oreskes and Erik M. Conway.
Microgreens : a guide to growing nutrient-packed greens / Eric Franks and Jasmine Richardson
photographs by Margaux Gibbons.
Microgreens : how to grow nature's own superfood / Fionna Hill.
Mini farming : self sufficiency on a 1/4 acre / Brett L. Markham.
Molt in North American birds / Steve N.G. Howell sponsored by the Roger Tory Peterson
Institute and the National Wildlife Federation.
My footprint : carrying the weight of the world / Jeff Garlin.
Naked in Eden : my adventure and awakening in the Australian rainforest / Robin Easton.
National Geographic bird coloration / Geoffrey E. Hill.
National Wildlife Federation field guide to wildflowers of North America / written by David M.
Brandenburg foreword by Craig Tufts.
Natural history : the ultimate visual guide to everything on Earth / [senior project editor, Kathryn
Hennessy].
Natural living : the 21st century guide to a sustainable lifestyle / Liz Wright.
Nature stories / Jules Renard translated from the French and with an introduction by Douglas
ParmÃ©e illustrated by Pierre Bonnard.

Prepared 12/7/11
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11/3/2010
5/21/2010
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6/4/2010
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Nature's garden : a guide to identifying, harvesting, and preparing edible wild plants / Samuel
Thayer.
6/17/2010
North American backyard birdwatching for all seasons : feeding and landscaping techniques
guaranteed to attract birds you want year round / Marcus H. Schneck.
2/4/2010
Notebooks from New Guinea : field notes of a tropical biologist / Vojtech Novotny translated
from the Czech by David Short illustrated by Benson Avea Bego.
4/28/2010
Nourish [videorecording] : food + community / WorldLink in partnership with Heifer International
written, produced & directed by Kirk Bergstrom.
4/27/2010
One less car : bicycling and the politics of automobility / Zack Furness.
11/9/2010
One magic square : the easy, organic way to grow your own food on a 3-foot square / Lolo
Houbein.
3/8/2010
Organic manifesto : how organic farming can heal our planet, feed the world, and keep us safe /
Maria Rodale foreword by Eric Schlosser.
3/16/2010
Origins : how the nine months before birth shape the rest of our lives / Annie Murphy Paul.
9/27/2010
Our choice : a plan to solve the climate crisis / Al Gore.
3/26/2010
Paradise regained : the regreening of Earth / Les Johnson, Gregory L. Matloff, C. Bangs.
10/20/2010
Peak water : civilisation and the world's water crisis / Alexander Bell.
5/6/2010
Penguin / Stephen Martin.
6/14/2010
Pennsylvania wildlife : an introduction to familiar species / by James Kavanagh illustrated by
Raymond Leung.
2/4/2010
Peterson field guide to birds of eastern and central North America / Roger Tory Peterson with
contributions from Michael DiGiorgio ... [et al.].
6/4/2010
Peterson field guide to birds of Western North America / Roger Tory Peterson with
contributions from Michael DiGiorgio ... [et al.].
5/6/2010
Plenitude : the new economics of true wealth / Juliet B. Schor.
5/11/2010
Plenty : good, uncomplicated food for the sustainable kitchen / Diana Henry.
11/8/2010
Plundering Appalachia : the tragedy of mountaintop-removal coal mining / Tom Butler & George
Wuerthner, editors foreword by Douglas R. Tompkins with essays by Wendell Berry ... [et al.].
Power hungry : the myths of green energy and the real fuels of the future / Robert Bryce.
Prescription for nutritional healing / Phyllis A. Balch.
Radical homemakers : reclaiming domesticity from a consumer culture / Shannon Hayes.
Raw family signature dishes : a step-by-step guide to essential live-food recipes / Victoria
Boutenko.
Raw food cleanse : restore health and lose weight by eating delicious, all-natural foods--instead
of starving yourself / Penni Shelton.
Real food has curves : how to get off processed food, lose weight, and love what you eat with
more than 100 recipes / Bruce Weinstein and Mark Scarbrough photographs by Nisha Sondhe.
Realsimple : 869 new uses for old things / edited by Rachel Hardage and Sharon Tanenbaum
photographs by James Wojcik illustrations by Kate Francis prop styling by Linden Elstran.
Reckoning at Eagle Creek : the secret legacy of coal in the heartland / Jeff Biggers.
Reducing the carbon footprint / Anne Rooney.

4/29/2010
10/21/2010
10/27/2010
10/21/2010
10/21/2010
12/9/2010

5/25/2010

10/29/2010
4/1/2010
2/4/2010

Replenishing the Earth : spiritual values for healing ourselves and the world / Wangari Maathai. 10/22/2010
Rewilding the world : dispatches from the conservation revolution / Caroline Fraser.
5/6/2010
Ripe from around here : a vegan guide to local and sustainable eating (no matter where you live)
/ Jae Steele foreword by Paul DeCampo.
11/8/2010
Rooted in the earth : reclaiming the African American environmental heritage / Dianne D. Glave.
Running out of water : the looming crisis and solutions to conserve our most precious resource /
Peter Rogers and Susan Leal.
Sacrifice zones : the front lines of toxic chemical exposure in the United States / Steve Lerner
foreword by Phil Brown.

Prepared 12/7/11

8/23/2010
8/12/2010
11/8/2010
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Say goodbye to the cuckoo : migratory birds and the impending ecological catastrophe / Michael
McCarthy.
Self-sufficiency : a complete guide to baking, carpentry, crafts, organic gardening, preserving
your harvest, raising animals, and more! / edited by Abigail R. Gehring.
Self-sufficiency for the 21st century / Dick & James Strawbridge.
Shift your habit : easy ways to save your money, simplify your life, and save the planet /
Elizabeth Rogers with Colleen Howell.
Slow death by rubber duck : the secret danger of everyday things / Rick Smith, Bruce Lourie
with Sarah Dopp.
Small-plot, high-yield gardening : grow like a pro, save money, and eat well from your front (or
back or side) yard 100% organic produce garden / Sal Gilbertie and Larry Sheehan.
Soapmaking the natural way : 45 melt-and-pour recipes using herbs, flowers & essential oils /
Rebecca Ittner.
Some we love, some we hate, some we eat : why it's so hard to think straight about animals /
Hal Herzog.
Soul of a lion : one woman's quest to rescue Africa's wildlife refugees / Barbara Bennett
foreword by Marieta van der Merwe.
Sparking a worldwide energy revolution : social struggles in the transition to a post-petrol world /
edited by Kolya Abramsky.
Starter vegetable gardens : 24 no-fail plans for small organic gardens / Barbara Pleasant
photography by John Gruen.
Stuffed and starved : the hidden battle for the world food system / Raj Patel.
Subantarctic wilderness : Macquarie Island / Aleks Terauds and Fiona Stewart.
Success with small-space gardening / Graham Clarke.
Superfoods : the healthiest foods on the planet / [Tonia Reinhard].
Talking dirt : the dirt diva's down-to-earth guide to organic gardening / Annie Spiegelman
illustrations by Maggie Agro.
Tar sands : dirty oil and the future of a continent / Andrew Nikiforuk.
The animal manifesto : six reasons for expanding our compassion footprint / Marc Bekoff.
The barefoot book : 50 great reasons to kick off your shoes / Daniel Howell.
The beginner's guide to edible herbs : 26 herbs everyone should grow & enjoy / Charles W.G.
Smith introduction by Edward C. Smith photography by Saxon Holt.

7/21/2010
11/17/2010
10/21/2010
3/9/2010
1/29/2010
3/11/2010
10/27/2010
9/15/2010
9/29/2010
11/8/2010
3/8/2010
11/8/2010
2/4/2010
11/5/2010
12/14/2010
3/8/2010
4/29/2010
3/24/2010
10/21/2010
6/2/2010

The beginner's guide to natural living : how to cultivate a more natural lifestyle to lose weight,
prevent degenerative disease, improve your energy and attain vibrant health / Larry Cook.
10/5/2010
The best American science and nature writing.
10/13/2010
The better world shopping guide : every dollar makes a difference / Ellis Jones.
11/16/2010
The blueberry years : a memoir of farm and family / Jim Minick.
9/13/2010
The bucolic plague : how two Manhattanites became gentlemen farmers : an unconventional
memoir / Josh Kilmer-Purcell.
6/1/2010
The bumper book of nature : a user's guide to the outdoors / Stephen Moss color illustrations
by Patricia J. Wynne.
6/11/2010
The butcher and the vegetarian : one woman's romp through a world of men, meat, and moral
crisis / Tara Austen Weaver.
3/26/2010
The case against fluoride : how hazardous waste ended up in our drinking water and the bad
science and powerful politics that keep it there / Paul Connett, James Beck, H.S. Micklem
foreword by Albert W. Burgstahler.
10/27/2010
The chemistry of calm : a powerful, drug-free plan to quiet your fears and overcome your anxiety
/ Henry Emmons.
10/1/2010
The circumference of home : one man's yearlong quest for a radically local life / Kurt Hoelting.
The climate fix : what scientists and politicians won't tell you about global warming / Roger
Pielke, Jr.
The complete idiot's guide to college biology / by Emily Jane Willingham.

Prepared 12/7/11

6/11/2010
9/27/2010
8/12/2010
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The complete root cellar book : building plans, uses and 100 recipes / Steve Maxwell and
Jennifer MacKenzie.
The conscious kitchen : the new way to buy and cook food-- to protect the Earth, improve your
health, and eat deliciously / Alexandra Zissu.
The dangerous world of butterflies : the startling subculture of criminals, collectors, and
conservationists / Peter Laufer.
The Darwinian tourist : viewing the world through evolutionary eyes / Christopher Wills with
photographs by the author.
The dawn of green : Manchester, Thirlmere, and modern environmentalism / Harriet Ritvo.
The dirty life : on farming, food, and love / Kristin Kimball.
The eagle watchers : observing and conserving raptors around the world / edited by Ruth E.
Tingay and Todd E. Katzner foreword by Keith L. Bildstein and Jemima Parry-Jones.
The eco-living handbook : a complete green guide for your home and life / Sarah Callard and
Diane Millis.
The eco-living handbook : a complete green guide for your home and life / Sarah Callard and
Diane Millis.
The economical environmentalist : my attempt to live a low-carbon life and what it cost /
Prashant Vaze.
The end of the line [videorecording] : where have all the fish gone? / Arcane Pictures, Calm
Productions & Dartmouth Films present producers, Claire Lewis, George Duffield director,
Rupert Murray.
The everything green baby book : from pregnancy to baby's first year--an easy and affordable
guide to help you care for your baby-- and the earth! / Jenn Savedge.
The evolutionary world : how adaptation explains everything from seashells to civilization /
Geerat J. Vermeij.
The gardener's color palette : paint your garden with 100 extraordinary flower choices / Tom
Fischer photographs by Clive Nichols.
The get healthy, go vegan cookbook / Neal Barnard and Robyn Webb.

11/8/2010
4/13/2010
7/21/2010
12/9/2010
8/12/2010
10/11/2010
7/21/2010
3/4/2010
4/9/2010
3/8/2010

6/1/2010
11/10/2010
11/22/2010
3/22/2010
6/4/2010

The great ocean conveyor : discovering the trigger for abrupt climate change / Wally Broecker.
The great penguin rescue : 40,000 penguins, a devastating oil spill, and the inspiring story of the
world's largest animal rescue / Dyan deNapoli.
The great white bear : a natural and unnatural history of the polar bear / Kieran Mulvaney.
The green roof manual : a professional guide to design, installation, and maintenance / Edmund
C. Snodgrass and Linda McIntyre.
The heart of simple living : 7 paths to a better life / Wanda Urbanska.
The herbal kitchen : 50 easy-to-find herbs and over 250 recipes to bring lasting health to you and
your family / Kami McBride.
The homesteader's kitchen : recipes from farm to table / Robin Burnside.
The honey trail : in pursuit of liquid gold and vanishing bees / Grace Pundyk.
The human footprint : a global environmental history / Anthony N. Penna.
The intimate ape : orangutans and the secret life of a vanishing species / Shawn Thompson
foreword by Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson.
The joy of keeping a root cellar : canning, freezing, drying, smoking, and preserving the harvest /
Jennifer Megyesi photography by Geoff Hansen.
The kitchen gardener's handbook / Jennifer R. Bartley.
The Lomborg deception : setting the record straight about global warming / Howard Friel
foreword by Thomas E. Lovejoy.
The machinery of life / David S. Goodsell.
The money-less man / Mark Boyle.
The natural kitchen : your guide to the sustainable food revolution / Deborah Eden Tull.

10/20/2010

The nesting season : cuckoos, cuckolds, and the invention of monogamy / Bernd Heinrich.
The new good life : living better than ever in an age of less / John Robbins.
The new normal : an agenda for responsible living / David Wann.

7/21/2010
5/25/2010
12/29/2010
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10/29/2010
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The North American guide to common poisonous plants and mushrooms / Nancy J. Turner and
Patrick von Aderkas.
The one-straw revolution : an introduction to natural farming / Masanobu Fukuoka edited by
Larry Korn preface by Wendell Berry introduction by Frances Moore LappÃ©.
The organic farming manual : a comprehensive guide to starting and running a certified organic
farm / Ann Larkin Hansen.
The paleo solution : the original human diet / Robb Wolf [foreword by Loren Cordain].
The power of the sea : tsunamis, storm surges, rogue waves, and our quest to predict disasters
/ Bruce Parker.
The practical homestead : the backyard handbook for growing food, raising animals & nurturing
your land / Paul Heiney.
The ptarmigan's dilemma : an exploration into how life organizes and supports itself / John
Theberge and Mary Theberge.
The resilient gardener : food production and self-reliance in uncertain times / Carol Deppe.
The revolutionary yardscape : ideas for repurposing local materials to create containers,
pathways, lighting, and more / Matthew Levesque.

6/7/2010
12/9/2010
11/19/2010
10/21/2010
10/22/2010
10/21/2010
8/20/2010
10/21/2010
10/21/2010

The rice diet renewal : a healing 30-day program for lasting weight loss / Kitty Gurkin Rosati.
The river sea : the Amazon in history, myth, and legend : a story of discovery, exploration, and
exploitation / Marshall De Bruhl.
The secrets of people who never get sick / Gene Stone.

10/25/2010

The self-sufficient-ish bible : an eco-living guide for the 21st century / Andy + Dave Hamilton.
The smart swarm : how understanding flocks, schools, and colonies can make us better at
communicating, decision making, and getting things done / Peter Miller.
The sound of a wild snail eating / Elisabeth Tova Bailey.

10/21/2010

The Stokes field guide to the birds of North America / Donald & Lillian Stokes photographs by
Lillian Stokes and others maps by Paul Lehman maps digitized by Matthew Carey.
The story of stuff : how our obsession with stuff is trashing the planet, our communities, and our
health--and a vision for change / Annie Leonard with Ariane Conrad.
The tree / John Fowles with a new introduction by Barry Lopez.
The turquoise ledge / Leslie Marmon Silko.
The untilled garden : natural history and the spirit of conservation in America, 1740-1840 /
Richard W. Judd.
The urban homestead : your guide to self-sufficient living in the heart of the city / Kelly Coyne
and Erik Knutzen.
The urban homestead : your guide to self-sufficient living in the heart of the city / Kelly Coyne
and Erik Knutzen.
The vertical farm : feeding the world in the 21st century / Dickson Despommier.
The weather of the future : heat waves, extreme storms, and other scenes from a climatechanged planet / Heidi Cullen.
The whole life nutrition cookbook : whole foods recipes for personal and planetary health / Alissa
Segersten, Tom Malterre.
The wild table : seasonal foraged food and recipes / Connie Green recipes by Sarah Scott
photography by Sara Remington foreword by Thomas Keller.
The wolf's tooth : keystone predators, trophic cascades, and biodiversity / Cristina Eisenberg.
The wolverine way / by Douglas H. Chadwick.
The world according to Monsanto : pollution, corruption, and the control of the world's food
supply / Marie-Monique Robin translated from the French by George Holoch.
To the woods : sinking roots, living lightly, and finding true home / Evelyn Searle Hess.
Tracks and trailcraft : a fully illustrated guide to the identification of animal tracks in forest and
field, barnyard and backyard / Ellsworth Jaeger.
Treading softly : paths to ecological order / Thomas Princen.

Prepared 12/7/11

10/21/2010
10/27/2010

7/29/2010
8/12/2010

10/20/2010
3/9/2010
10/22/2010
10/6/2010
5/11/2010
11/8/2010
11/11/2010
10/8/2010
8/3/2010
10/5/2010
10/27/2010
7/21/2010
7/21/2010
11/8/2010
10/21/2010
2/4/2010
7/21/2010

Jacqueline Reid Gerjuoy Nature and Environment Resources
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Twelve by twelve : a one-room cabin off the grid and beyond the American dream / William
Powers.
Up Tunket Road : the education of a modern homesteader / Philip Ackerman-Leist illustrations
by Erin Ackerman-Leist.
Week-by-week vegetable gardener's handbook : perfectly timed gardening for your most
bountiful harvest ever / Ron Kujawski & Jennifer Kujawski.
What on earth evolved? : 100 species that changed the world / Christopher Lloyd illustrations
by Andy Forshaw.
When a billion Chinese jump : how China will save mankind--or destroy it / Jonathan Watts.
Wicked river : the Mississippi when it last ran wild / Lee Sandlin.
Wilderness in national parks : playground or preserve / John C. Miles.
Wildlife of the Pacific Northwest : tracking and identifying mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians,
and invertebrates / David Moskowitz.
Your eco-friendly yard : sustainable ideas to save you time, money and the Earth / Tom
Girolamo.
Zapped : why your cell phone shouldn't be your alarm clock and 1,268 ways to outsmart the
hazards of electronic pollution / Ann Louise Gittleman.
Zoo story : life in the garden of captives / Thomas French.

4/26/2010
10/21/2010
12/22/2010
6/4/2010
10/22/2010
10/20/2010
4/1/2010
7/22/2010
2/4/2010
10/27/2010
7/2/2010

Purchased in 2011:
2nd atlas of the breeding birds of Maryland and the District of Columbia / edited by Walter G.
Ellison foreword by Chandler S. Robbins.
10/20/2011
A chicken in every yard : the Urban Farm Store's guide to chicken keeping / Robert and Hannah
Litt.
3/29/2011
A great aridness : climate change and the future of the American southwest / William deBuys.
A landowner's guide to managing your woods / by Ann Larkin Hansen, Mike Severson, and
Dennis L. Waterman.
A people's history of environmentalism in the United States / Chad Montrie.
Alcohol fuel : making and using ethanol as a renewable fuel / Richard Freudenberger [foreword
by Bryan Welch].
All that we share : a field guide to the commons / Jay Walljasper and On The Commons with
an introduction by Bill McKibben.
Alternative energy : sources and systems / Donald Steeby.
American Eden : from Monticello to Central Park to our backyards : what our gardens tell us
about who we are / Wade Graham.
America's climate problem : the way forward / Robert Repetto.
And I shall have some peace there : trading in the fast lane for my own dirt road / Margaret
Roach.
Animal / editors-in-chief, David Burnie and Don E. Wilson.
Aquaponic gardening : a step-by-step guide to raising vegetables and fish together / Sylvia
Bernstein.
Arctic autumn : a journey to season's edge / Pete Dunne photos by Linda Dunne.
Art of the chicken coop : a fun and essential guide to housing your peeps / Chris Gleason.
Attracting native pollinators : protecting North America's bees and butterflies : the Xerces Society
guide / Eric Mader ... [et al.].
Authentic wine : toward natural and sustainable winemaking / Jamie Goode and Sam Harrop.
Back to basics : traditional garden wisdom : time-tested tips and techniques for creating a
natural, sustainable outdoor space / Charlie Ryrie and Anne Halpin, contributing editors.
Backcountry cooking : the ultimate guide to outdoor cooking / Sierra Adare.
Backyard birding : using natural gardening to attract birds / Julie Zickefoose and the editors of
Bird watcher's digest.
Backyard Homesteading A Back-to-basics Guide to Self-sufficiency.

Prepared 12/7/11

11/18/2011
10/21/2011
11/30/2011
11/30/2011
1/14/2011
11/30/2011
4/1/2011
8/4/2011
2/16/2011
10/5/2011
12/5/2011
9/8/2011
9/22/2011
4/28/2011
10/7/2011
4/28/2011
10/21/2011
10/18/2011
11/30/2011

Jacqueline Reid Gerjuoy Nature and Environment Resources
Materials Purchased 2010-present
Barn owl / David Chandler.
Betty & friends : my life at the zoo / Betty White.
Bioshelter market garden : a permaculture farm / Darrell Frey.
Bird Cloud : a memoir / Annie Proulx.
Bird on fire : lessons from the world's least sustainable city / Andrew Ross.
Blue revolution : unmaking America's water crisis / Cynthia Barnett.
Bringing nature home : how you can sustain wildlife with native plants / Douglas W. Tallamy
foreword by Rick Darke.
Building green : a complete how-to guide to alternate building methods--earth plaster, straw
bale, cordwood, cob, living roofs / Clarke Snell & Tim Callahan.
Building with secondhand stuff : how to re-claim, re-vamp, re-purpose & re-use salvaged &
leftover building materials / by Chris Peterson.
But will the planet notice? : how smart economics can save the world / Gernot Wagner.
Butterflies of North America / Jeffrey Glassberg.
Camp cooking : the Black Feather guide : eating well in the wild / by Mark Scriver, Wendy
Grater, Joanna Baker.
Cerulean Blues A Personal Search for a Vanishing Songbird.
Chickens : tending a small-scale flock / Sue Weaver.
Cities going green : a handbook of best practices / edited by Roger L. Kemp and Carl J.
Stephani.
City farmer : adventures in urban food growing / Lorraine Johnson.
Clean energy nation : freeing America from the tyranny of fossil fuels / Jerry McNerney and
Martin Cheek.
Cleanse your body, clear your mind : eliminate environmental toxins to lose weight, increase
energy, and reverse illness in 30 days or less / Jeffrey A. Morrison.
Comfortably unaware : global depletion and food responsibility... what you choose to eat is killing
our planet / Richard A. Oppenlander.
Cooking for one : a seasonal guide to the pleasure of preparing delicious meals for yourself /
Mark Erickson and Lisa Erickson photography by Ben Fink.
Craft activism : people, ideas and projects from the new community of handmade and how you
can join in / Joan Tapper photography by Gale Zucker foreword by Faythe Levine.
Crude awakening : money, mavericks, and mayhem in Alaska / Amanda Coyne and Tony
Hopfinger.
DDT and the American century : global health, environmental politics, and the pesticide that
changed the world / David Kinkela.
Death and oil : the true story of the Piper Alpha disaster on the North Sea / Brad Matsen.
Demon fish : travels through the hidden world of sharks / Juliet Eilperin.
Denying science : conspiracy theories, media distortions, and the war against reality / John
Grant.
Disaster on the horizon : high stakes, high risks, and the story behind the Deepwater well
blowout / Bob Cavnar.
DIY projects for the self-sufficient homeowner : 25 ways to build a self-reliant lifestyle / [author,
Betsy Matheson Symanieetz].
Dolphin diaries : my 25 years with spotted dolphins in the Bahamas / Denise L. Herzing.
Driven to extinction : the impact of climate change on biodiversity / Richard Pearson.

11/11/2011
11/18/2011
11/30/2011
1/3/2011
10/28/2011
9/21/2011
7/28/2011
11/30/2011
11/30/2011
9/22/2011
10/18/2011
10/5/2011
11/18/2011
10/3/2011
11/30/2011
2/18/2011
11/15/2011
3/25/2011
11/23/2011
6/21/2011
10/26/2011
11/1/2011
12/5/2011
10/14/2011
6/13/2011
10/7/2011
1/28/2011
3/29/2011
7/1/2011
11/18/2011

Dry run : preventing the next urban water crisis / Jerry Yudelson foreword by Sharon B. Megdal. 11/30/2011
Early warming : crisis and response in the climate-changed north / Nancy Lord.
1/12/2011
Earth : the operators' manual / Richard B. Alley.
3/31/2011
Eat naked : unprocessed, unpolluted, and undressed eating for a healthier, sexier you / Margaret
Floyd.
6/21/2011
Eco house : practical ideas for a greener, healthier dwelling / Sergi Costa Duran.
11/30/2011
Ecological gardening / Sally Cunningham.
10/4/2011
EcoMind : changing the way we think, to create the world we want / Frances Moore LappÃ©.

Prepared 12/7/11

9/15/2011

Jacqueline Reid Gerjuoy Nature and Environment Resources
Materials Purchased 2010-present
Eco-yards : simple steps to earth-friendly landscapes / Laureen Rama with contributions by
Caron Wenzel.
11/30/2011
Empire of the beetle : how human folly and a tiny bug are killing North America's great forests /
Andrew Nikiforuk.
11/11/2011
Everyday raw express : recipes in 30 minutes or less / Matthew Kenney photographs by Adrian
Mueller.
8/31/2011
Exploring gardens & green spaces : from Connecticut to the Delaware Valley / Magda Salvesen.
Fair food : growing a healthy, sustainable food system for all / Oran B. Hesterman.
Farming and the food supply / Debra A. Miller Michael E. Miller consulting editor.
Fifty plants that changed the course of history / written by Bill Laws.
Fire season : field notes from a wilderness lookout / Philip Connors.
Folks, this ain't normal : a farmer's advice for happier hens, healthier people, and a better world /
Joel Salatin.
Food rules : an eater's manual / Michael Pollan.
Fool me twice : fighting the assault on science in America / Shawn Lawrence Otto.
Fools rule : inside the failed politics of climate change / William Marsden.
Forks over knives : the plant-based way to health / edited by Gene Stone foreword by T. Colin
Campbell and Caldwell B. Esselstyn Jr. with contributions by Pam Popper ... [et al.].
Founding gardeners : the revolutionary generation, nature, and the shaping of the American
nation / Andrea Wulf.
Frugavore : how to grow organic, buy local, waste nothing, and eat well / Arabella Forge with
illustrations by Genna Campton.
Gentle giants : an emotional face to face with dolphins and whales / [text by Isabelle Groc].
Getting started in permaculture : over 50 DIY projects for house & garden using recycled
materials / Ross & Jenny Mars.
Goat School : a master class in caprine care and cooking / by Janice Spaulding.
Good Dirt Confessions of a Conservationist.
Good weed, bad weed : who's who, what to do, and why some deserve a second chance (all you
need to know about the weeds in your yard) / Nancy Gift photography by Sheila Rodgers.
Green is the new red : an insiders account of a social movement under siege / Will Potter.
Green transportation basics / Dan Chiras with Dominic Crea illustrations by Anil Rao.
Greening your small business : how to improve your bottom line, grow your brand, satisfy your
customers--and save the planet / Jennifer Kaplan.
Grow the good life : why a vegetable garden will make you happy, healthy, wealthy, and wise /
Michele Owens.
Growing at the speed of life : a year in the life of my first kitchen garden / Graham Kerr.
Healthy eating, healthy world : unleashing the power of plant-based nutrition / J. Morris Hicks
with J. Stanfield Hicks foreword by T. Colin Campbell, and Nelson Campbell.
Healthy soils for sustainable gardens / Niall Dunne, editor.
Here on earth : a natural history of the planet / Tim Flannery.
High-impact, low-carbon gardening : 1001 ways to garden sustainably / Alice Bowe.
Home herbal : cook, brew & blend your own herbs / [editor, Susannah Steel].
Homegrown & handmade : a practical guide to more self-reliant living / Deborah Niemann.
Homesteading in the 21st century : how one family created a more sustainable, self-sufficient,
and satisfying life / George Nash & Jane Waterman.
Housing reclaimed : sustainable homes for next to nothing / Jessica Kellner.
How bad are bananas? : the carbon footprint of everything / Mike Berners-Lee.
How carrots won the Trojan War : curious (but true) stories of common vegetables / Rebecca
Rupp.
How sportsmen saved the world : the unsung conservation efforts of hunters and anglers / E.
Donnall Thomas Jr.

Prepared 12/7/11

9/8/2011
6/17/2011
11/30/2011
11/30/2011
4/1/2011
10/14/2011
11/1/2011
10/18/2011
10/31/2011

11/18/2011
3/25/2011
11/2/2011
10/20/2011
8/1/2011
11/21/2011
12/5/2011

9/26/2011
4/20/2011
11/30/2011
11/30/2011
4/28/2011
3/25/2011
10/14/2011
11/17/2011
3/25/2011
5/31/2011
3/29/2011
11/30/2011
4/29/2011
11/30/2011
5/16/2011
10/18/2011
11/17/2011

Jacqueline Reid Gerjuoy Nature and Environment Resources
Materials Purchased 2010-present
How the government got in your backyard : superweeds, frankenfoods, lawn wars, and the
(nonpartisan) truth about environmental policies / Jeff Gillman, Eric Heberlig.

2/16/2011

How to design and build a green office building : a complete guide to making your new or
existing building environmentally healthy / author, Jackie Bondanza editor, Martha Maeda.

11/30/2011

How to solar power your home : everything you need to know explained simply / Martha Maeda.
Hunt, gather, cook : finding the forgotten feast / Hank Shaw.
In a dog's heart : what our dogs need, want, and deserve--and the gifts we can expect in return /
Jennifer Arnold.
In deep water : the anatomy of a disaster, the fate of the Gulf, and ending our oil addiction /
Peter Lehner with Bob Deans.
Keeping bees with Ashley English : all you need to know to tend hives, harvest honey & more /
Ashley English.
Kivalina : a climate change story / Christine Shearer.
Life of earth : portrait of a beautiful, middle-aged, stressed-out world / Stanley A. Rice.
Life without oil : why we must shift to a new energy future / Steve Hallett with John Wright.
Listed : dispatches from America's Endangered Species Act / Joe Roman.
Lunch wars : how to start a school food revolution and win the battle for our children's health /
Amy Kalafa.
Make the bread, buy the butter : what you should and shouldn't cook from scratch --over 120
recipes for the best homemade foods / Jennifer Reese.
Making it : radical home ec for a post-consumer world / Kelly Coyne & Erik Knutzen.

11/30/2011
10/3/2011

Merchants of virtue : Herman Miller and the making of a sustainable company / Bill Birchard.
Moby-duck : the true story of 28,800 bath toys lost at sea, and of the beachcombers,
oceanographers, environmentalists, and fools, including the author, who went in search of them /
Donovan Hohn.
Modern homestead : grow, raise, create / Renee Wilkinson.
Money secrets of the Amish : finding true abundance in simplicity, sharing, and saving / Lorilee
Craker.
My paddle to the sea : eleven days on the river of the Carolinas / John Lane.
National parks : the American experience / Alfred Runte.
Nature's new deal / Neil M. Maher.
No animals were harmed : the controversial line between entertainment and abuse / Peter
Laufer.
Oceana : our endangered oceans and what we can do to save them / Ted Danson with Michael
D'Orso.
Off on our own : living off-grid in comfortable Independence / Ted Carns.
Old-time country wisdom & lore : 1000s of traditional skills for simple living / Jerry Mack
Johnson.
Permaculture : principles & pathways beyond sustainability / David Holmgren.
Planting the dry shade garden : the best plants for the toughest spot in your garden / Graham
Rice photography by Judy White and Graham Rice.
Plastic : a toxic love story / Susan Freinkel.
Plastic ocean : how a sea captain's chance discovery launched a determined quest to save the
oceans.
Polar bears : the natural history of a threatened species / Ian Stirling.
Power from the sun : achieving energy independence / Dan Chiras with Robert Aram and Kurt
Nelson.
Powering the dream : the history and promise of green technology / Alexis Madrigal.
Powering the future : how we will (eventually) solve the energy crisis and fuel the civilization of
tomorrow / Robert B. Laughlin.

10/7/2011

Raising Elijah : protecting our children in an age of environmental crisis / Sandra Steingraber.

Prepared 12/7/11

10/13/2011
10/18/2011
3/29/2011
8/10/2011
2/1/2011
4/22/2011
6/21/2011
9/6/2011
10/14/2011
5/18/2011

2/28/2011
4/29/2011
11/18/2011
10/18/2011
11/30/2011
12/1/2011
11/2/2011
4/22/2011
11/30/2011
4/28/2011
8/1/2011
10/5/2011
4/1/2011
10/26/2011
11/15/2011
11/30/2011
4/20/2011
10/26/2011
3/25/2011

Jacqueline Reid Gerjuoy Nature and Environment Resources
Materials Purchased 2010-present
Rambunctious garden : saving nature in a post-wild world / Emma Marris.
Rat island : predators in paradise and the world's greatest wildlife rescue / William Stolzenburg.
Raw garden : over 100 healthy & fresh raw recipes / Lisa Montgomery.
Reclaiming our food : how the grassroots food movement is changing the way we eat / Tanya
Denckla Cobb foreword by Gary Paul Nabhan photo essays by Jason Houston.
Renewable energy : the facts / Dieter Seifried and Walter Witzel.
Restoring ecological health to your land / Steven I. Apfelbaum and Alan Haney with illustrations
by Kirsten R. Vinyeta.
Rx from the garden : 101 food cures you can easily grow / Kathleen Barnes.
Saving the world's wildlife : WWF-the first 50 years / Alexis Schwarzenbach.
Seeing trees : discover the extraordinary secrets of everyday trees / Nancy Ross Hugo
photography by Robert Llewellyn.
Sepp Holzer's permaculture : a practical guide to small-scale, integrative farming and gardening
/ [Sepp Holzer].
Sheepish : two women, fifty sheep, and enough wool to save the planet / Catherine Friend.
Slow gardening : a no-stress philosophy for all senses and seasons / Felder Rushing foreword
by Roger B. Swain.
Small green roofs : low-tech options for greener living / Nigel Dunnett ... [et al.].
Smart permaculture design / Jenny Allen foreword by Bill Mollison.
Solar electricity basics : a green energy guide / Dan Chiras with Robert Aram and Kurt Nelson,
Technical Advisors and Anil Rao, illustrator.
Solar water heating : a comprehensive guide to solar water and space heating systems / Bob
Ramlow and Benjamin Nusz.
Southern Appalachian celebration : in praise of ancient mountains, old-growth forests, &
wilderness / James Valentine with text by Chris Bolgiano and foreword by William H. Meadows.
Stolen world : a tale of reptiles, smugglers, and skulduggery / Jennie Erin Smith.
Stop signs : cars and capitalism on the road to economic, social and ecological decay / Bianca
Mugyenyi and Yves Engler.
Sugar snaps & strawberries : simple solutions for creating your own small-space edible garden /
by Andrea Bellamy with photographs by Jackie Connelly.
Super sneaky uses for everyday things : power devices with your plants, modify high-tech toys,
turn a penny into a battery, make sneaky light-up nails and fashion accessories, and perform
sneaky levitation with everyday things / Cy Tymony.
Surviving the apocalypse in the suburbs : the thrivalist's guide to life without oil / Wendy Brown.
Teaming with microbes : the organic gardener's guide to the soil food web / Jeff Lowenfels &
Wayne Lewis foreword by Elaine Ingham.
Terrarium craft : create 50 magical, miniature worlds / by Amy Bryant Aiello & Kate Bryant
photography by Kate Baldwin.
The 30-day vegan challenge : the ultimate guide to eating cleaner, getting leaner, and living
compassionately / Colleen Patrick-Goudreau.
The art of raw food : delicious, simple dishes for healthy living / Jens Casupei, Vibeke Kaupert
foreword by David Wolfe.
The artful garden : creative inspiration for landscape design / James van Sweden and Tom
Christopher.
The atlas of birds : diversity, behavior, and conservation / Mike Unwin.
The atlas of global conservation : changes, challenges and opportunities to make a difference /
Jonathan Hoekstra ... [et al.] edited by Jennifer L. Molnar.
The backyard homestead guide to raising farm animals / edited by Gail Damerow contributing
authors, Richard E. Bonney ... [et al.].
The bad tempered gardener / Anne Wareham photographs by Charles Hawes.
The beekeeper's lament : how one man and half a billion honey bees help feed America /
Hannah Nordhaus.

Prepared 12/7/11

10/18/2011
6/17/2011
10/3/2011
10/18/2011
10/20/2011
11/30/2011
4/28/2011
11/23/2011
10/5/2011
6/15/2011
5/11/2011
6/29/2011
5/26/2011
8/1/2011
11/30/2011
11/30/2011

11/15/2011
10/12/2011
10/12/2011
1/14/2011

11/11/2011
11/30/2011
11/18/2011
5/16/2011
8/31/2011
8/4/2011
5/9/2011
11/11/2011
1/28/2011
3/29/2011
6/21/2011
5/26/2011

Jacqueline Reid Gerjuoy Nature and Environment Resources
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The best of Clean eating : improving your life one meal at a time / from the editors of Clean
eating magazine.
The best of Clean eating 2 : improving your life one meal at a time / from the editors of Clean
eating magazine.
The big handout : how government subsidies and corporate welfare corrupt the world we live in
and wreak havoc on our food bills / Thomas M. Kostigen.
The big thirst : the secret life and turbulent future of water / Charles Fishman.
The birding life : a passion for birds at home and afield / Laurence Sheehan, Carol Sama
Sheehan.
The bond : our kinship with animals, our call to defend them / Wayne Pacelle.
The chicken chronicles : sitting with the angels who have returned with my memories : Glorious,
Rufus, Gertrude Stein, Splendor, Hortensia, Agnes of God, The Gladyses, & Babe : a memoir /
Alice Walker.
The chicken whisperer's guide to keeping chickens : everything you need to know-- and didn't
know you needed to know about backyard and urban chickens / Andy G. Schneider and Brigid
McCrea.
The chimps of Fauna Sanctuary : a true story of resilience and recovery / Andrew Westoll.
The city homesteader : self-sufficiency on any square footage / by Scott Meyer.
The climate challenge : 101 solutions to global warming / Guy Dauncey.
The complete guide to grass-fed cattle : how to raise your cattle on natural grass for fun and
profit / by Jacob M. Bennett.
The complete guide to green building and remodeling your home : everything you need to know
explained simply / Martha Maeda.
The complete guide to preserving your own seeds for your garden : everything you need to know
explained simply / Katie A. Murphy.
The complete guide to saving seeds : 322 vegetables, herbs, flowers, fruits, trees, and shrubs /
Robert Gough and Cheryl Moore-Gough.
The complete guide to your new root cellar : how to build an underground root cellar and use it
for natural storage of fruits and vegetables.
The complete idiot's guide to eating local / by Diane A. Welland.
The complete idiot's guide to urban homesteading / by Sundari Elizabeth Kraft.
The complete kitchen garden : an inspired collection of garden designs and 100 seasonal
recipes / Ellen Ecker Ogden illustrations by Ramsay Gourd photographs by Ali Kaukas.
The conscientious gardener : cultivating a garden ethic / Sarah Hayden Reichard foreword by
Peter Raven.
The dirty life : a memoir of farming, food, and love / Kristin Kimball.
The ecofriendly home : living the natural life / Dan Phillips.
The ecology of commerce : a declaration of sustainability / Paul Hawken.
The edible front yard : the mow-less, grow-more plan for a beautiful, bountiful garden / by Ivette
Soler with photographs by Ann Summa.
The everything guide to foraging : identifying, harvesting, and cooking nature's wild fruits and
vegetables / Vickie Shufer.
The everything guide to living off the grid : a back-to-basics manual for independent living / Terri
Reid.
The everything root cellaring book : learn to store, cook, and preserve fresh produce all year
round! / Catherine Abbott foreword by Meghan Shinn.
The exultant ark : a pictorial tour of animal pleasure / Jonathan Balcombe.
The farmer's cookbook : a back to basics guide to making cheese, curing meat, preserving
produce, baking bread, fermenting, and more / Marie W. Lawrence.
The food lover's garden / Mark Diacono photography by Mark Diacono recipe photography by
Laura Hynd recipe development by Debora Robertson.
The fragrance of grass / Guy de la ValdÃ¨ne.
The god species : saving the planet in the age of humans / Mark Lynas.

Prepared 12/7/11

11/4/2011
11/11/2011
10/21/2011
4/11/2011
10/14/2011
4/1/2011

5/11/2011

11/21/2011
4/28/2011
5/4/2011
12/1/2011
7/29/2011
11/30/2011
9/30/2011
6/29/2011
11/30/2011
11/30/2011
11/30/2011

4/28/2011
4/15/2011
5/11/2011
10/11/2011
11/30/2011
3/4/2011
10/3/2011
11/30/2011
11/30/2011
10/18/2011
11/11/2011
3/9/2011
2/1/2011
10/26/2011
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The great disruption : why the climate crisis will bring on the end of shopping and the birth of a
new world / Paul Gilding.
3/25/2011
11/30/2011
The green devotional : active prayers for a healthy planet / [compiled by] Karen Speerstra.
The heirloom life gardener : the Baker Creek way of growing your own food easily and naturally /
Jere & Emilee Gettle with Meghan Sutherland.
10/7/2011
The homesteading handbook : back to basics guide to growing your own food, canning, keeping
chickens, generating your own energy, crafting, herbal medicine, and more / Abigail R. Gehring.
The joy of hobby farming : grow food, raise animals, and enjoy a sustainable life / Michael and
Audrey Levatino.

5/26/2011
3/14/2011

The joy of keeping farm animals : raising chickens, goats, pigs, sheep, and cows / Laura Childs.
The joy of keeping goats : the ultimate guide to dairy and meat goats / Laura Childs.

9/26/2011
10/3/2011

The locavore's kitchen : a cook's guide to seasonal eating and preserving / Marilou K. Suszko.

8/25/2011

The natural navigator : a watchful explorer's guide to a nearly forgotten skill / Tristan Gooley.
The nature of a house : building a world that works / George M. Woodwell.
The nature principle : human restoration and the end of nature-deficit disorder / Richard Louv.
The new American landscape : leading voices on the future of sustainable gardening / edited by
Thomas Christopher.
The organic family cookbook : growing, greening, and cooking together / Anni Daulter.
The organic herb gardener / Graham Clarke.
The permaculture way : practical steps to create a self-sustaining world / Graham Bell
illustrated by Brick foreword by Bill Mollison preface by David Bellany.
The quest : energy, security, and the remaking of the modern world / Daniel Yergin.
The quiet world : saving Alaska's wilderness kingdom, 1879-1960 / Douglas Brinkley.
The ragged edge of the world : encounters at the frontier where modernity, wildlands, and
indigenous peoples meet / Eugene Linden.
The renewable revolution : how we can fight climate change, prevent energy wars, revitalize the
economy, and transition to a sustainable future / Sajed Kamal.
The resilient gardener : food production and self-reliance in uncertain times / Carol Deppe.
The rhythm of family : discovering a sense of wonder through the seasons / Amanda Blake
Soule, with Stephen Soule.
The secret life of stuff : a manual for a new material world / by Julie Hill.
The secret lives of backyard bugs : discover amazing butterflies, moths, spiders, dragonflies,
and other insects! / Judy Burris and Wayne Richards.
The self-sufficient life and how to live it : the complete back-to-basics guide / John Seymour with
Will Sutherland.
The smart guide to geothermal : how to harvest Earth's free energy for heating & cooling / Donal
Blaise Lloyd foreword by Michael Hunt.
The sphagnum moss bonsai method : an illustrated handbook / Gerald M. Levitt.
The tarball chronicles : a journey beyond the oiled pelican and into the heart of the Gulf oil spill /
David Gessner.
The third industrial revolution : how lateral power is transformimg energy, the economy, and the
world / Jeremy Rifkin.
The ultimate guide to growing your own food : save money, live better, and enjoy life with food
from your own garden / Monte Burch.
The vegetarian imperative / Anand M. Saxena.
The vegetarian myth : food, justice, and sustainability / Lierre Keith.
The vertical farm : feeding the world in the 21st century / Dickson Despommier.
The wild table : seasonal foraged food and recipes / Connie Green recipes by Sarah Scott
photography by Sara Remington foreword by Thomas Keller.

Prepared 12/7/11

1/19/2011
11/30/2011
4/22/2011
4/18/2011
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9/26/2011
8/3/2011
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1/18/2011
3/14/2011
10/20/2011
3/14/2011
8/4/2011
11/11/2011
11/30/2011
11/18/2011
5/19/2011
10/21/2011
10/26/2011
9/22/2011
8/1/2011
11/21/2011
10/12/2011
11/30/2011
10/12/2011

Jacqueline Reid Gerjuoy Nature and Environment Resources
Materials Purchased 2010-present
The woodlot management handbook : making the most of your wooded property for
conservation, income or both / Stewart Hilts, Peter Mitchell illustrations by Ann-Ida Beck.
This life is in your hands : one dream, sixty acres, and a family undone / Melissa Coleman.
Thoughtful gardening / Ed Ikin.
Thriving beyond sustainability : pathways to a resilient society / AndrÃ©s R. Edwards
Tomatoland : how modern industrial agriculture destroyed our most alluring fruit / Barry
Estabrook.
Toxic free : how to protect your health and home from the chemicals that are making you sick /
Debra Lynn Dadd.
Twilight garden : a guide to enjoying your garden in the evening hours / Lia Leendertz
Understanding green building materials / Traci Rose Rider, Stacy Glass, & Jessica McNaughton
edited by Karen Levine.
Unscrewed : salvage and reuse motors, gears, switches, and more from your old electronics /
Ed Sobey.
Urban agriculture : ideas and designs for the new food revolution / David Tracey.
Urban farming : sustainable city living in your backyard, in your community, and in the world / by
Thomas J. Fox.
Victorian pharmacy : rediscovering remedies and recipes / Jane Eastoe foreword by Ruth
Goodman.
Virtual water : tackling the threat to our planet's most precious resource / Tony Allan.

10/4/2011
4/13/2011
1/18/2011
11/30/2011
6/21/2011
10/5/2011
4/29/2011
11/30/2011
7/5/2011
11/30/2011
5/26/2011
2/28/2011
10/31/2011

Visions of Earth : beauty, majesty, wonder / Susan Tyler Hitchcock [foreword by Chris Johns]. 10/18/2011
Waterwise plants for sustainable gardens : 200 drought-tolerant choices for all climates / Lauren
Springer Ogden and Scott Ogden.
10/5/2011
We sure can! : how jams and pickles are reviving the lure and lore of local food / Sarah B. Hood. 11/30/2011
Weeds : in defense of nature's most unloved plants / Richard Mabey.
7/1/2011
Wheat belly : lose the wheat, lose the weight, and find your path back to health / William Davis.
Wild flavors : one chef's transformative year cooking from Eva's farm / Didi Emmons.
Wildlife Conservation Society birds of Brazil / WCS project director, John A. Gwynne senior
author, Robert S. Ridgely art director, Guy Tudor WCS project coordinator and translator,
Martha Argel species maps, Robert S. Rdgely, Maria Allen, Terry Clarke book design and
production, Terry Clarke.
Wind power basics / Dan Chiras with Mick Sagrillo and Ian Woofenden and technical advisors
Robert Aram and Jim Green illustrations by Anil Rao.
Your farm in the city : an urban dweller's guide to growing food and raising livestock / Lisa
Taylor, and the gardeners of Seattle Tilth.
On order in 2011 but not yet received:
Audubon backyard birdwatcher : birdfeeders and bird gardens.
Barnheart / by Jenna Woginrich.
Big miracle / Tom Rose.
Decoding garden advice : the science behind the 100 most common recommendations / Jeff
Gillman and Meleah Maynard.
Food and the city : urban agriculture and the new food revolution / by Jennifer Cockrall-King.
Handmade garden projects : step-by-step instructions for creative garden features, containers,
lighting & more / by Lorene Edwards Forkner.
Industry of Nature Another Approach to Ecology.
Landscaping for privacy : innovative ways to turn your outdoor space into a peaceful retreat /
Marty Wingate.
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9/6/2011
11/9/2011

10/18/2011
11/30/2011
2/1/2011

- - - - - - - - -

Jacqueline Reid Gerjuoy Nature and Environment Resources
Materials Purchased 2010-present
Learning gardens and sustainability education : bringing life to schools and schools to life /
Dilafruz Williams and Jonathan Brown.
Making healthy places : designing and building for health, well-being, and sustainability / edited
by Andrew L. Dannenberg, Howard Frumkin, and Richard J. Jackson.

- -

Plumbing, electricity, acoustics : sustainable design methods for architects / Norbert Lechner.

- -

Summary: 279 items purchased in 2010, 256 items purchased in 2011 (as of 12/7/11)
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